MEZCAL NOBLE COYOTE
unique, sustainable and exclusive

For the first time
in Europe
exclusively by

Made from partially wild agaves and sustainably cultivated agaves,
Noble Coyote represents the new generation of Mezcal, blending
myth with modernity.
Based on the age-old craftsmanship of the Mezcaleros passed
on from generation to generation, unique, artisanal distilled and
long-matured masterpieces are created, which impress with their
complex taste spectrum. Exclusively in sole distribution, we are now
offering these almost mythical lace products for the first time in
Europe.

ESPADÍN
Green fresh aromas dominate, followed by anise and
subtle smoky notes. Bright herbal flavours continue on
the palate, into a smooth fruity medium-long aftertaste.

Cont.Net.

500 ml

Scientific Name

Agave angustifolia

Maturation

7 years

Origin

San Luis Amatlán

Crushing

Stone mill

Growth

Cultivated

Cooking

Floor oven, Mesquite

Fermentation

Sabino wood barrels

Distillation

Double distillation in copper pot stills

Master distiller

Marcos & Eleazar Brena

Flavour

Pear,
hay,
malt

ESPADÍN
The beginner‘s finest choice

Agave
The agave Espadín (agave angustifolia) grows all along the Mezcalero strip in
Oaxaca. It is the agave that grows the fastest and which is thanks to its high
concentration of sugars the most efficient agave in producing mezcal ~ 10 kg
of the agave fruit yield 1 liter of mezcal. The heart (piña) of the agave plant can
weigh up to 100 kilogramm.
Noble Coyote‘s producer cultivates almost 100% of the Espadín mezcal being
used. There are a vast array of agaves Espadín and the flavours of the mezcal
made from these plants vary depending on the style of each maestro mezcalero
and of the earth they grew on. San Luis Amatlán - where Noble Coyotes agave
Espadín is grown - is famous for its agave-growing terroir. As a result, its mezcal
Espadín successfully combines the exceptionally good earth with the practiced
hand of Noble Coyote‘s maestro mezcalero.
pacific-lime.com

TOBALÁ
The nose opens with smoky bacon and fireside smoke aromas,
combined with wood and spice. Smoke gives way to bacon, earth,
dried orange peel and pepper ending into a long robust finish.

Cont.Net.

500 ml

Scientific Name

Agave potatorum

Maturation

12 years

Origin

San Luis Amatlan

Crushing

Stone mill

Growth

Cultivated

Cooking

Floor oven, Mesquite Wood

Fermentation

Sabino wood barrels

Distillation

Double distillation in copper pot stills

Master distiller

Marcos & Eleazar Brena

Flavour

Classic astringent acid, citrus, green apple,
fleur de sel, cork bark, burned licorice,
blood orange

TOBALÁ
For the passionate enthusiast

Agave
The agave Tobalá (agave potatorum) used in Noble Coyote mezcal comes from
the San Luis Amatlán region of Oaxaca. It is one of the biggest varieties of this
relatively small species of agaves. Unlike the classic Tobalá heart of the agave
plant, the piña, typically measure from 30 to 60 cm, it is common to see Noble
Coyote Tobalá – both cultivated and wild – measuring up from 1.0 to 1.5 meters.
Tobalá grows in the shade of trees like truffles. It’s considered the “king of the
agaves”. Its name in Nahuatl, the Aztecan language, means butterfly. It grows
on limestone and sandy rocks, in woods at an altitude of between 1200 and
2300 metres. They also have a highly aesthetically pleasing appearance and
it is common to see them used as ornaments in Oaxaca.
pacific-lime.com

COYOTE
The Coyote impresses with its gentle aromas of white pepper,
marzipan and vanilla. Wood and spice notes continue, with leafy
and wet stone notes on the palate, leading into a spicy, minerally
finish.

Cont.Net.

500 ml

Scientific Name

Agave karwinski

Maturation

12 years

Origin

San Luis Amatlàn

Crushing

Stone mill

Growth

cultivated

Cooking

Floor oven, Mesquite Wood

Fermentation

Sabino wood barrels

Distillation

Double distillation in copper pot stills

Master distiller

Marcos & Eleazar Brena

Flavour

Sea salt breeze, green algae,
green coconut,
olive

COYOTE
Treasured by connoisseurs

Agave
The agave Coyote (agave karwinskii latrans) is endemic to the Amatlanes region of
Oaxaca and is related to the agave Madre Cuishe. The seeds of a Coyote plant can produce
different varieties of agave and its flowers can also pollinate and be pollinated by other
types of agaves. When the seed germinates, it is not uncommon for the resulting plants
to be hybrids of agave Tobalá, Espadín and Tepextate. In indigenous cultures of North
America, the coyote can, according to legend, take several different forms. It’s associated
with the mythological animal of the Zapotecs which symbolises intelligence, ferocity and
boldness. The flavors of agave Coyote are as eccentric as its genetics. This spirit has a
predominantly mineral taste, due to the rocky areas where it prefers to extend its roots but
also has some wild notes. Agave Coyote perfectly convey the minerals from the ground
where it grows: San Luis Amatlán, a community known for its long mezcalero tradition.
pacific-lime.com

JABALÍ
The fine smell and taste of the Jabalí comes along with memories
of lemongrass, anise, eucalyptus and herbal aromas, supplemented
by a slightly smoky note of bacon. On the palate the taste is followed
by aromas of slate, mint and oriental spices, together with a m
 ineral
touch. A gentle, elegant finish is a long time reminiscent of the
unforgettable taste of Jabalí.
Cont.Net.

500 ml

Scientific Name

Agave convalis trel

Maturation

12 years

Origin

Santiago Matatlán

Crushing

Stone mill

Growth

Wild

Cooking

Floor oven, Mesquite Wood

Fermentation

Sabino wood barrels

Distillation

Tripple distillation in copper pot stills

Master distiller

José Pérez Santiago

Flavour

Raw pistachio, raspberry, clover honey,
butter, grilled plantain,
pandan leaves

JABALÍ
The noblest of the range

Agave
The agave Jabalí (agave convallis trel) is considered by many to be the most exotic
of all mezcals. Unlike mezcal made from agave Tepextate, whose eccentricity
resides largely in the scarcity of the slow maturation period (35 years) of the plant
and which is in danger of extinction, the agave Jabalí is a kind of wild agave that
proliferate throughout the mezcalero strip in Oaxaca. A
 lthough agave Jabalí is
relatively abundant, there are only a few maestro mezcaleros who know the secret
of how to select the right Jabalí and how to process it to make mezcal. The Jabalí
agave is notorious for being the most difficult agave to work with due to the foam it
produces and the lower sugar content which requires three to four distillations. This
agave is named after the wild boar because of it’s spikey, curved leaf resemblance
to the animal. There are stories of maestro mezcaleros who have harvested an
entire field of agaves Jabalí and could not produce even one drop of mezcal.
Luckily, master mezcalero José Santiago knows the secrets passed down through
generations and learned from years of experience.
pacific-lime.com

“Sustainability, nature, friends and enjoying life’s
little pleasures are among my core values. I find
all of these perfectly combined in the products
of Noble Coyote.”

Nikša Pirović
Founder and owner of PACIFIC AND LIME
+49 / 176 / 23 696 170
pirovic@pacific-lime.com

Why mezcal?
As a Munich native with Croatian roots and an Australian passport, I feel at home all
over the world. For more than 20 years, I’ve been travelling back and forth between
Munich, the Dalmatian islands, Australia and Mexico.
I fell in love with Mexico, its culture and people back when I was a student. Since
then, I’ve returned more than a dozen times, and my passion for high-quality mezcal
has grown with every single visit. Thanks to my many years of experience in sales,
I’ve now turned my passion into my profession, and today I am the exclusive importer
of the Noble Coyote mezcal brand in Europe.

Pacific and Lime – Finest Imports
Pacific and Lime stands for unique, handcrafted products that are sustainably produced and of the very finest quality. Products that taste of the endless expanse of the
Pacific, of distant worlds and of mythical islands, and which — in perfect harmony
with a splash of freshly squeezed lime juice — evoke feelings of vitality, freshness
and summer.

HANDCRAFTED PREMIUM MEZCAL
NOBLE COYOTE – unique, sustainable and exclusive

Embark on a mythical journey on the trails of the coyote.
Order directly online at
pacific-lime.com
Shipped only to persons over 18 years of age.
Drink responsibly.
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